Professional opinion on the question of changes in autism incidence
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ABSTRACT

The question of whether the prevalence increase observed in autism due to an actual increase in the incidence of autism is a matter of concern to professional psychologists, and has been a matter of debate. As professionals trained in diagnosis and research methodology, the opinions of psychologists are of interest. We report the results of what we believe to be the first survey of professional opinion on the topic. Results suggest that among professional psychologists with a terminal degree (n = 88), the majority believe that diagnostic changes can not fully account for the observed increase; 72% reported either the true rate may have, or definitely has, increased. In this sample, the professionals who are certain about the occurrence of a real increase (n=20) are five times as many as those who do not think the increase has occurred (n=4). These results are not meant to document whether or not an increase has or has not occurred, but instead speak to the question of consensus opinion among professional psychologists. What experts believe is an empirical question, and statements about what experts believe should be empirically based.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A little more than a single generation ago, about one in every 2000 children were classified as autistic; today, the rate is approximately 13 per every 2000 children [1]. At least some portion of this increase is considered to be a result of diagnostic changes [2,3]. On the other hand, increases in autism and autism spectrum disorders (ASD) have been reported in numerous parts of the world [4-6] and—most importantly—continuing increases have now been carefully documented well after formal changes in diagnosis occurred. This is true using standardized definition and ascertainment methods [1].

The question of whether some or all of the increase in autism prevalence is due to diagnostic changes has led to a contentious debate within the autism research community. Perhaps the reason the debate has gotten intense is that an actual increase has rather profound implications: if the true incidence is currently increasing, or has recently increased, then presumably something environmental is causing it. Autism has a strong genetic component. High heritability estimates have been reported, although more recent studies find shared environment is accounting for more of the variance. Hallmayer and colleagues [7] found moderate heritability of 0.37, with a larger amount of variance related to shared environment effects. In any case, gene pools do not change this fast: there is no way that a ten-fold, five-fold, or even a doubling across the span of a single generation could be due to a change in the gene pool. Mutations and natural selection do not work that fast. If an actual change in prevalence happens over the course of one generation, the answer has to lie elsewhere, such as macro level environmental changes interacting with individual level genetics [8].

To begin, we wish to make clear that there is overwhelming evidence for changes in diagnostic practice regarding autism. We are not aware of anyone who has ever made a claim that diagnostic changes have not occurred. It is obvious that many children receiving an ASD diagnosis today would not have been diagnosed as having archetypal autism either currently or decades ago. Professional understanding of ASD has evolved from a yes-or-no diagnosis to a spectrum of severity: this is not in dispute and never has been. The question is whether
the total number of cases has increased, or—possibly—if there are more severely disabled children.

We agree that the body of research as it existed a decade ago left open the possibility that there may have been no increase in the actual incidence of autism. But we believe that multiple recent studies (reviewed below) are convergent evidence for an actual increase across several countries. A decade ago, in 2003, we did not disagree with Eric Fombonne when he wrote:

“Whereas evidence suggests that a substantial part of the increase in prevalence is due to methodological factors, the additional possibility of a secular increase can not be ruled out. Unfortunately, most available epidemiological data (were) derived from surveys, and the few studies that provide incidence rates have not been adequate to test the hypothesis. In addition, no strong environmental exposures have been identified” (p. 88) [2].

However, things have changed in the past ten years.

First, the importance of environmental exposures has been well-demonstrated by multiple independent lab groups, using varied research methodology (see Table 1). This offers substantial evidence for environmental exposures playing a key role in autism etiology. Further, pockets of high prevalence may be of interest. Variations in school district autism prevalence have been studied and found not to be random, but have been shown to predictable as a function of the amount of, and distance to, toxic sources; this has been demonstrated by two independent lab groups [9,10]. In the past decade, longitudinal studies that follow infants across time have shown that exposure to toxins during pregnancy or early infancy predicts later ASD symptoms [11]. It should also be recognized that low levels of neurotoxins such as mercury (levels that 8% of American women have in their blood streams) cause specific damage to developing human brain cells [12]. It is important to realize that lack of noticeable effects in a pregnant mother is not assurance of lack of damage to an unborn child; due to the nature of the placental barrier, the level of some heavy metals in the unborn child may be as much as 70% higher than the mother’s circulating supply [13,14] further increasing the plausibility of such toxins as an environmental candidate. Ironically, the single study that Fombonne cited back in 2003, did not disagree with Eric Fombonne when he wrote:

Table 1. Autism prevalence and neurotoxins: replicated findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biomarker studies showing higher levels of toxins among persons with ASD</th>
<th>ASD high-prevalence pockets (within-study)</th>
<th>Increased rates associated with sources of contaminants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeSoto &amp; Hitlan, 2007 [16]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Volk et al., 2011 [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DeSoto &amp; Hitlan, 2012 [32]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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faith among parent campaigners, most authorities in the field believe that the increased prevalence of autism can be readily explained by widening diagnostic categories and increased professional and public awareness” (p. 297, Fitzpatrick, 2007) [20]. This is an empirical investigation of such assertions, which are sometimes stated without support. Specifically, we hypothesized that clinical experts would not dismiss the increase in autism as artifact caused by increased awareness.

2. METHODS

2.1. Participants

Ninety-one professionals agreed to participate in the survey. Participants who were contacted but did not meet criteria were not included (three respondents reported not holding a terminal degree). Of the 88 remaining participants, 29 were clinical psychologists contacted through their university affiliation, 59 were contacted via their private practice. Of those contacted via private practice office, 9% were practicing in a small town or rural area, 47% were practicing in a medium sized city, and 44% were practicing in a large city or urban area.

Participants’ time since obtaining their degree ranged from three to 41 years with a mean of 22.3 (SD = 9.97) years (one participant had both a PhD and an MD and the date of the first degree was used). The majority held a PhD (84%), with a minority holding a PsyD (8%), an EdD (5%), an MD (2%), or both a PhD and an MD (1%). In terms of professional activities, 67% had provided services to autistic persons at some point in their professional careers; 40% of participants had published in a peer-reviewed outlet in the past five years.

2.2. Procedures

All procedures were reviewed and approved by the University of Northern Iowa IRB and those conducting the survey completed IRB training. The design was a stratified random sample with participants selected from large, medium and small cities across the United States and various regions. Specifically, participants (n = 88) came from the following states: Arizona (1), California (13), Florida (15), Iowa (11), Kansas (5), Mississippi (1), Montana (1), New York (9), Oregon (11), Texas (12), and Virginia (9). To ensure anonymity, only the state and the city size were coded. Persons holding a doctorate (MD, PhD, PsyD, EdD) were contacted by phone and asked to complete a short survey on Autism prevalence. Participants were told the survey was on the topic of expert perception on autism and that it would take less than 90 seconds to complete. Very few psychologists who answered the phone refused to participate in the short survey, with a response rate of over 90% (although it should be noted that often calls went unanswered, or a voice mail was encountered). Potential subjects were randomly selected from on-line phone book listings (yellowpages.com), or from clinical psychology faculty listings at a university.

2.3. Measures

Participants were asked, “In your opinion, which is most accurate about the changing rate of autism?” Participants selected from five responses: A. I am very certain that the true rate of autism has NOT increased at all; B. I doubt the true rate of autism has increased at all; C. I think the true rate of autism may have actually increased some; D. The actual rate of autism has definitely increased; E. I have no opinion or can’t say. Participants were also asked to respond in a Yes/No fashion to the specific question of whether the increase in autism was fully explainable by changes in how autism is diagnosed.

3. RESULTS

Six percent of respondents reported they had not heard anything about the possibility of a change in the prevalence of autism, while 94% reported they were aware of the issue.

Of the five participants who were not aware of the increase in ASD diagnoses, four reported they had no opinion as to whether or not the true rate of autism has increased. The results are displayed in Figure 1. Of those who reported an opinion (n = 75), 72% reported either the true rate may have or definitely has increased. In this sample, five times more professionals think a real increase has definitely occurred (n = 20) than think a real increase has not occurred (n = 4).

Results showed no relationship between response and years since degree was obtained, r(73) = 0.02, ns, nor did a history of having provided services to autistic individuals predict response on this question, the point bivariate correlation was Φ(75) = 0.15, ns. Choosing response A or B indicated a belief towards a real increase having occurred, while a C or D response leaned towards no increase. Grouping participants this way still indicated no systematic difference between participants who chose choice A or B (real increase) to those who chose C or D (no increase) in terms of years since degree was obtained, t(73) = 0.11, ns; however, there was a significant difference regarding history of having worked with autistic clients, Φ(75) = 0.20, p = 0.04 on this question, such that having provided service was associated with a greater tendency to reject the idea of a real increase.

Participants were also asked to respond to the specific question of whether the increase in autism was fully explainable by changes in how autism is diagnosed. Re
sponses are depicted in Figure 2. Twenty-eight percent of professionals surveyed thought that diagnostic changes were accounting for all of the increase in diagnoses, while 60% thought this did not fully explain the increase.

To determine if history of providing service related to the belief that the increase in autism was explained by diagnostic changes, the responses were correlated with a history of providing service to those with ASD using the point-biserial correlation. Again, history of providing service related to the tendency to believe the change in ASD prevalence was not fully explainable by changes in diagnostic criteria, $\Phi(75) = 0.24$, $p = 0.04$. The tendency for participants to believe that the increase in ASD is not fully due to diagnostic issues was larger for the group who did not provide direct service to those with ASD (see Figure 3). Nonetheless, as Figure 3 depicts, the ma-
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**Figure 1.** Professional responses regarding the increase in autism prevalence; “I am very certain that the true rate of autism has NOT increased at all,” “I doubt the true rate of autism has increased at all,” “I think the true rate of autism may have actually increased some,” or “The actual rate of autism has definitely increased.”
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**Figure 2.** The majority of professionals state they believe the increase in autism cases is not fully explainable by changes in how autism is diagnosed.
Majority of professionals state they believe the increase in autism cases is not fully explainable by changes in how autism is diagnosed; this is true both for those with, and without, a history of providing professional service to those with ASD.

4. DISCUSSION

We have reported the results of a survey of professional opinion on the topic of increased autism prevalence. The results indicate that the majority of professionals do not believe that the increase in reported autism is fully explainable by changes in diagnostic practice. Twenty-eight percent of professionals surveyed thought that diagnostic changes were accounting for all of the increase in diagnoses, while 60% thought this did not fully explain the observed increase.

It should be noted that this survey did not measure opinion on whether a change in diagnostic practice has occurred. The fact that diagnostic changes have occurred is well known and we expect that professionals are aware of this; nonetheless future research on professional opinion might address this question as well. Similarly, the purpose of the survey was not to gauge what percentage of the change in autism might be due to diagnostic changes, but to conduct a survey to determine if practicing professionals believe that all of the increase in prevalence rates is due to changes in diagnostic practice.

In planning the study, we were cognizant of the tendency for those who feel strongly about a subject to be more likely to respond and the potential for this type of response bias to fatally flaw surveys [21]. Future studies on professional opinion must find ways to guard against this. Our response rate was achieved by calling randomly selected numbers until an actual person answered. Originally we left messages on answering machines, but after leaving 25 messages and getting no return calls, we decided to stop leaving messages. It should be noted that after we stopped leaving messages, one message was returned. This person was adamant that no real increase had occurred. This response was included in the analysis, but was somewhat of an outlier in terms of response. We include this to caution other researchers that for this topic, the issue of response bias is important to consider. This topic is one that engenders strong beliefs among some; any survey design that allows participants to self-select for inclusion in the sample (such as leaving phone messages and inviting a return call) may result in a biased sample.

Professional opinion on autism prevalence is important to consider. Public opinion as well as reports in popular media are likely to be swayed by exaggeration, weak research, poorly understood research or strongly worded commentary. Although professionals are not immune to sensationalism, those with a terminal degree have advanced research training, clinical skills and first-hand experience with diagnostic issues. Thus, they may be more able to consider data more objectively or evaluate genuine trends more accurately.
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